The presentation does not provide a single example from the past, which could substantiate the misgivings expressed by its authors. During the years which have passed since the publication (the leak) of the presentation, not a single terrorism accusation has been leveled against a US veteran. This 1 The authors wish to express their gratitude to Y. Socol for important discussions, criticism, and aid in preparing the present paper, and to the lawyer I. Bam for valuable references and comments. 2 Humboldt, 1852 makes it possible to see the presentation as an expression of an ideological position taken by the administration, rather than an interim summary of current bureaucratic work.
At the outset, the bureaucracy, being a thoroughly conservative corporation, treated the demands of the Socialists with watchful wariness. But the coincidence of the Socialists' demands with the interests of the bureaucracy unconnected with the military budget was too obvious to be ignored for long. "Providing care" for every single citizen "from the cradle to the grave" seemed much more appealing of a perspective than serving a mere few projects (even if they should be significant enough each in its own right, such as the construction of the Panama Canal). Providing care offered an opportunity to put to use contemporary economic growth (Kuznets, 1966 ) so as to extend the state's share in the economy. Preserving the state as a militarized structure with a "night watchman's" functions would have considerably complicated finding a solution for this problem.
Opportunities for expanding the authorization and grounding for additional budgetary expenses with special emphasis placed on mixed public goods are for all intents and purposes unlimited.
An A Priori Ineffective Choice of Strategy? Depending on Who Does the Choosing…
Why is it that "War is no solution"? Is it true that war can never be a solution, and obviously even the only possible solution, given a country which has been invaded?
Why is it that "No Winners in Nuclear War"? Did US lose WWII and did Japan win? Does modern Hiroshima and Nagasaki prosperity proves, that even winner-country, absorbing limited number of nuclear strike doomed to everlasting suffer or long lusting couldn't survive and succeed?
Why are high precision systems called for not along with salvo firing setups, but instead of them?
Why is an inexpensive attack unacceptable, while costly defense can be borne up with? Who today stands to gain from restrictions on nuclear armaments?
In other words, what are the reasons for the historically new phenomenon in democratic states' military policies? The concern here is with the stable deviation of chosen strategies of providing the pure public good of "defense" from the optimal.
Punishment for Success
What is the reason for the emergence of strange new norms of military justice, and court decisions based on these norms, which make victory almost more of a risk than defeat for someone serving in the armed forces? Technically, the number of enemy military causalities is bound up with a greater or lesser number of civilian victims, depending on the position chosen by the enemy (Yanovskiy,… 2009 ). And the civilian victims can be seen as war crimes.
It would seem that what is at stake is some new moral standard which has come to be in demand after the horrors of World War II. Yet it is clear that had new norms and approaches been applied prior to the end of World War II, the war and its outcomes would have taken an unavoidably different course (Keiler, … 2009 3 ), (Welzer, … 2009 ). It would have been impossible to defeat Nazi Germany by guaranteeing the enemy impunity in using tactics of the "living shield" kind and, besides, by punishing our own officers and generals for the consequences of the enemy's use of such tactics.
It is a historical fact that the immediate impression made by the war led to the ratification of the Geneva Convention concerning the defense of the civilian population in times of war. However, as is demonstrated in the Appendix (based on some of the Convention's prescriptions), it in no way hindered the destruction of the enemy TOGETHER with the living shield, unambiguously placing the burden of responsibility for civilian lives on the side resorting to living shields for purposes of defense, rather than on the side of the attacker.
"Morality" of the kind which establishes the priority of the life of the enemy and the population loyal to the enemy with respect to the lives of one's own military personnel and civilian population is extremely doubtful. This is the "morality" of meting out punishment for success. It follows that a "moral" explanation along these lines leads to a great many more questions than it gives answers.
Costly Defense Instead of Cheap Attack
Projects for developing costly defense systems aroused heightened interest on the part of military bureaucrats as far back as the inter-war period. As a rule, historically, the effectiveness of such projects turned out to be rather low. Besides, the concatenation of costly fiascos stretches far back into the centuries. Serving as reminders of such fiascos are, for instance, impressive views of the Great Wall of China, 4 including some taken from outer space. 5 The efficacy of the magnificent lines of defense in France, Belgium, and Czechoslovakia, constructed before World War II, proved to be on approximately the same level.
Investing in projects of this type was a way to indicate both to one's own officers and to the leadership of potential enemies about refusing to take initiative; it was a signal of unpreparedness to advance. The lack of political will to attack in the case of Belgium and Czechoslovakia led to a fiasco in organizing even a minimal level of defense. Expensive fortifications were given up practically without a fight in Belgium and without any struggle whatsoever in Czechoslovakia.
The systems being advertised for anti-rocket defense are justified by means of an argument bound to strike an economist as strange: the cost of the defense system is much lower than the values it protects. To say nothing of human lives. But the science of economics requires making comparisons with the best alternative ways of protecting lives and property. From among these, attacking the enemy by means of heavy bombs, rockets, and salvo firing systems, to say nothing of occupying enemy territory, are not considered. The reasons become clear in light of the preceding paragraph. The military bureaucrat maximizes the resources subject to his control and minimizes the risks encroaching upon his career. 4 See the collection of shots of the Great Wall of China at:
http://www.google.co.il/search?q=chinese+great+wall+pictures&hl=en&qscrl=1&nord=1&rlz=1T4ACPW_enIL391IL3 97&prmd=imvns&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=yDksULck5f_hBK3lgKgC&sqi=2&ved=0CGkQsAQ&bi w=1230&bih=752 5 In the present case considerably less effective; see:
http://www.nasa.gov/vision/space/workinginspace/great_wall.html
The Instance of the "Iron Dome" Program (Israel)
In reality, the program provides a technically complex and advanced alternative to a regular ground operation (Rubin, 2011 6 ). The high effectiveness of this last has left no one in any doubt ever since the operation of 1956, which for a decade made Palestinian fighters unable to infiltrate
Israel from Gaza. The governments of that era were simply less sensitive to international criticism.
The cost of an intercepting rocket is estimated by some at $100000 (Sharp, 2010), a figure considerably higher than the cost of the Qassam rocket being intercepted (taking into account the selectivity of the interception, it makes sense to compare the cost of the interceptor with about five
Qassam rockets -approximately $4000 7 ). That is, this system fails to meet the Nitze criterion:
"…to produce an interceptor of the defense system at a cost lower than the armament being intercepted from the attacking one." (Spring, Bendikova, 2011) We have already mentioned the newest bureaucratic invention used to justify the refusal given to the reasonable principle; it resorts to the pretext of defending large quantities of amassed resources, as well as human lives (ibid.).
In our view, the very undertaking of such an attempt is testimony to the failure of believable justification for costly defense projects when unassailably effective attack projects are rejected.
The Nuclear Disarmament Race
The creeping spread of nuclear technologies in countries with unstable regimes has been observed for decades. The long-term fiasco of efforts aimed at non-proliferation seems today almost unavoidable. In this connection, the possibility of an armed conflict between an "old" wealthy nuclear power and a "new" and relatively poor one seems quite likely (Socol, … 2012).
Restricting nuclear potentials is profitable in such a situation, primarily for new nuclear powers; to say nothing of efforts made to limit the development of anti-rocket systems in leading countries.
Some of the old nuclear powers are authoritarian; stability in the long term is not one of their guaranteed features. (The example taken from the Chinese People's Republic (Yanovskiy, Maslov,… 2009 ) is, regrettably enough, not the only one). At the same time, we see multi-decade- 6 Uzi Rubin is a natural supporter of defensive missiles, so his confession is particularly pertinent to the discussion. Obama's administration is the same, aimed at cutting down the options open to the US nuclear forces (NPR report, 2010). When considered against this backdrop, the position assumed by Russia, which involves at least verbal emphasis placed on the country's sovereign right to be the first to deliver a nuclear attack, 8 seems rational.
Democratic States' Military Expenses in Historical Retrospective
The data at our disposal indicate that, most likely, military expenditures in times of peace were never beyond the reaches of the imagination. Usually, they made up some 2-4% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 9 In times of war, there would naturally be a sharp increase in expenses, sometimes growing in multiples of ten.
During a period when more or less reliable statistical data are available and are published, and parliamentary control over government incomes and expenses is in effect, military peacetime expenditures make up 2-4% of the GDP or 20-30% of the expenses of the extended government (prior to the extended spread of the institution of universal suffrage).
In times of world war, the powers involved in the most intensive military action expended some 30% and more of their GDP on the war effort, and not less than 70% of the spending of the extended government.
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After WWII, the approximately 2-4% load level on the economy was retained. After the close of the Cold War, a drop was to be observed in the defense spending burden on the economy of the democratic countries, where it reached 1-2.5% of the GDP.
It should be noted, however, that countries engaging in war had to pay up later on occasion to cover 1902 1908 1914 1920 1926 1932 1938 1944 1950 1956 1962 1968 1974 1980 1986 1992 1998 2004 2010 USA UK France Germany with the army also went through the roof, which was at 30% of the GDP. After the end of the Cold War, spending remains at the 7.5-9% of the GDP level.
Taking into consideration the financing of particular military programs in particular countries which played a key role (or are capable of playing a key role), it is impossible not to be struck by the incredible popularity of pacifism and readiness to give up minimal reasonable military burdens. This is the case while the overall burden of state spending is on the rise everywhere ( Tanzi Naturally, failures and serious mistakes made in preparing for war are not limited to the period immediately following the introduction of universal suffrage. But the phenomenon of lower defense capacity against the backdrop of sizable growth in state spending is relatively new since the times of building for purposes of religious worship in ancient despotic states. For market democracies whose history divides into a period of the taxpayer's census requirement democracy and one of universal suffrage, comparing the status and combat readiness of the armed forces in these ages appears to be a thoroughly promising task.
Inter-Bureau Competition
Competition among politicians' coalitions (the "rightist" and the "leftist," as we term them) superimposes on competition among bureaucratic structures for budgetary resources. This involves competition among "military" and "civil" bureaus (offices). Long-term successes of "civilian" dates from the same time as the state itself. 12 In its present condition, as an unceasing attack by civilians upon the military, this phenomenon surfaces between the world wars. Churchill (Churchill, … 1991 13 ) and Mannerheim are both instances of failure to provide security as a result of politicians' myopia 14 or unfortunate coincidence. Even so, a different explanation may be possible in connection with the interests of both politicians and bureaucrats.
True enough, prior to achieving an advantage in the division of the budgetary pie, it is usually required that one ground one's advantages by solving problems. But at the end of this route, lapidary phrasing appears in budgetary legislation, such as "mandatory outlays" and "discretionary outlays"
by the legislator. The former include most of US spending on "mixed public goods," 15 while the latter include the main (the military) US expenditures on pure public goods. The approach requiring that care be provided "from cradle to grave" for those citizens who are allegedly limited in their ability to undertake action, makes for potentially unlimited opportunities for expending budgetary means. 16 Defense expenditures "are sold" to the electors with a great deal more trouble.
A Reservation for Generals
Maintaining a stable share of the GDP for the military burden while lowering responsibility for the quality of the good called "defense" creates a foundation for extending the bureaucratic coalition.
Military bureau officials lose in prestige, but win in release from responsibility.
The traditional concept of security by means of arousing fear requires not only -and lesssuperiority in arms than it does first of all depend on the resolve to use arms and the ability to do so successfully. Resorting to the use of arms which creates the impression of the reality of the threat is a test for officials, as well, who are responsible for supplying the army with all of its necessities.
not agree with the claim that fortifying the English air force will aid the preservation… of peace throughout the world, and we utterly reject any pretense of equality.' The Liberal Party supported this resolution about a vote of distrust." 15 The new target for leftists' attack in the US, the "ultra-conservative" vice-presidential candidate, Congressman Paul
Ryan merely offers gradually modernizing, "for the future" (rather than eliminating entirely) this type of spending. He even accuses the Obama administration of cutting down on current Medicare spending. In our view, he is definitely more of a rightist than Obama, but less as a matter of principle than this appears to be the case to the "liberals." One of the standard accusations leveled by the leftists at Romney-Ryan naturally has to do with their "partiality" for defense spending: http://www.demos.org/category/tags/federal-budget. 16 Milton Friedman quotes from the budgetary missive from New York City Mayor Robert Wagner in 1965: "I will not have it that our fiscal problems should limit our obligations to satisfy the basic needs of the inhabitants of the city." (Friedman, Friedman, … 2007, p. 119) The radicalism with which the Mayor expresses his intention utterly to ignore budgetary constraints can be explained by the euphoria of the first few years of the "Great Society." But the temptation to ignore spending constraints by means of resorting to income revenues made the idea of constant deficit almost universal, making it hard for anybody today to think of the need for a fully and strictly balanced budget. The military managed to achieve this only in cases of great wars and obvious threats posed by external enemies, which every citizen could comprehend. Civil officials for decades manage year in, year out to carry on without the least sign of emergency.
Generals and officers who evade risk and are unable to strive for victory in the course of military action also benefit from the fact that testing the quality of the good called "defense" is practically eliminated as part of the "pacifist" approach. This is the approach which casts diplomacy and aid to "developing" countries as the factors supposed to solve problems of security, rather than solving them by inspiring fear among one's enemies by one's own military prowess.
Verifiable Hypothesis
Given an independent (autonomous) bureaucracy (state service), universal suffrage stimulates or even creates public (including electoral) demand for a welfare state. This demand is reflected in the robust leftist-populist parties, which make their appearance in the political arena; with time, they become part (at times, a leading part) of the political establishment.
Having a welfare state means simultaneously sharp growth in spending on mixed public goods (education, medicine, aid for the elderly, the handicapped or simply the indigent, all while supporting the budget, and the like). This last kind of spending becomes the leading category of spending for a historically extended period of time, while spending on pure public goods assumes secondary status in the total structure of expenses for the extended government. This holds even in cases when a stable share of the GDP is retained.
The process of relative "marginalization" of military spending goes hand in hand with the marginalization of military offices, de-legitimation 17 of military workers as a corporation or a profession, as well as the imposition upon the military of ever more rigid constraints in handling combat maneuvers, up to the point of preventing the very possibility of achieving victory. 
Examples

The Geneva Convention on Rights… and "Excess Use of Force"
The 1949 Geneva Convention concerning the rights of civilians unambiguously absolves the attacking side of responsibility for losses among the civilian population if the opposite side has 17 Intended here is public demonstration of disdain, or contesting the rightness of solving problems by using arms; see positioned its forces among civilian targets. This latter side is the one responsible for losses. The Great Britain, Germany, and France ratified the aforementioned Protocol, making crucial reservations, including ones pertaining to Article 51. They all emphasized that they understand "attack" rather broadly. 20 In other words, they retain the right to refer to issues not connected with each particular strike (incident) in a strictly identified location.
Great Britain also reserved the right to refuse the obligations ensuing from the Protocol, should the enemy violate the same.
It should be noted that most countries signed the Protocol without making substantial reservations (an example of a "reservation" of a different kind: Syria recorded as a reservation / declaration that signing the Protocol does not amount to recognizing Israel).
At the same time, most of the "non-altering" signees apparently have no intention of observing the requirements of the Convention and the Protocol. This presupposition is based on the fact that they never in the past observed these or the even more narrow requirements of the original text of the Geneva Convention (Syria, which has already been mentioned in this connection, Congo, Uganda, Cuba, North Korea, Sudan). To these last we should also add the USSR, which ratified the additional Protocol without any amendments 21 and accompanied the signing and ratification with a flowery declaration of new thinking and historical continuity (from pre-revolutionary Russia). When assuming the international obligations of the USSR, Russia also failed to make any attempt to review this position or introduce appropriate changes.
The Constitution of the RF 22 (see Article 15, Part 1) "has the highest legal force, direct effect."
Generally recognized principles and norms of international law and international agreements of the Russian Federation are an integral part of its legal system. Should rules other than those provided for by law be enacted by international agreement, then rules of the international agreement are to be followed. (Ibid., Part 4) Thus, in a purely formal vein Russia pledges to restrain its military by means of requiring "proportionality." The fact that in reality this is so far not being done, is a question of merely political will of the Russian leadership. Should this change, officers and soldiers of the Russian army will have a chance to run into thoroughly unpleasant surprises.
Democratic countries which signed the Protocol without making amendments are almost all small countries using the "umbrella" of the US (which shirked signing) and other large powers, which did make substantial changes. The only reason adduced for the demand is: "we must join the enlightened nations" with the confession that the price of joining will be a realistic likelihood of returning soldiers and officers.
Readiness to take on the duty of prosecuting one's own military servants for having performed what are, as a rule, successful combat operations is in democratic countries inversely proportional to the frequency of the country's need to apply military force.
Among political parties and coalitions, the supporters of meting out punishment to the military for success are, by our definition, 25 (and frequently by their own self-proclaimed identification) "leftist"
politicians.
These coalitions' gains are considerable in all democratic states, including the US 26 and Israel. . This includes, inter alia, the problem of adding amendments which would limit the immunity of the President of the RF. Such a scenario clearly makes ratification extremely unlikely as an option, given the present system of government. In case of reforms reaching deep down and of the construction in Russia of an effective independent court system, the ratification of a statute which makes military men be targets of international -and, possibly, politicized -persecution will be that much more pointless.
An important feature of cases against military servicemen is the use in court of testimony given by populations controlled by the enemy (by terrorists) without subjecting such testimony to any serious verification process. The situation is rife when proofs brought by the defense are ignored. In the case of staff sergeant Wuterich, the complete version was never presented of the interview taken from the Sergeant by CBS journalists for the purpose of verifying the claim made by the defense about the intentional distortion of the story by the media so as to exert political pressure on the court. The most substantial piece of evidence -the automatic rifles (as per the Marines' version, AK-47) -were not preserved, nor were they presented to the court.
Confession testimonies by military servicemen or testimony against their colleagues are often accepted without any critical analysis (military men are psychologically unprepared for standing trial, and if they are so prepared, then this is true only in the sense of their expecting that nothing can be proven in any case and the only thing that remains to be done is to minimize losses at any price; obviously, a military man exhibiting courage on the battlefield is not at all necessarily capable of civilian courage, which is much more rare of a quality than military valor).
In Israel, the "human rights public" 27 organization "Yesh Din" 28 (its name being the Hebrew for "there is trial" or "there is law") published a report voicing outrage in connection with that out of version about coldblooded murder was rejected based on an expert report which demonstrated that none of those killed had been killed by being shot at point-blank range: http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/15/world/middleeast/15haditha.html?_r=1. 27 The organization noted is not simply politicized. It is not simply involved in a "special relationship" with the state prosecutor and police of Israel. of responses to its demands). It is financed by foreign governments which do not recognize Israeli sovereignty over Israel's own capital, or governments which accuse Israel (in violation of the mandate issued by the League of Nations; see the July 24, 1922, Palestine Mandate from the Council of the League of Nations, at: http://www.mideastweb.org/mandate.htm) of occupying Judea and Samaria. In other words, the total of the activity engaged in by this organization is based on the conflict of interests between objective monitoring of Rule of Law processes and political interests of both internal and foreign players. It bears emphasizing that unlike many countries, sponsoring such organizations poses no problem for entrepreneurs. This means that appealing for aid to the EU and governments of Europe (see the list of project sponsors, as well as the NGO monitor data in the next footnote below) assumes an entirely different set of connotations than it does in authoritarian countries. Judged by any of the criteria, the organization's success peak came prior to the [2008] [2009] Operation "Cast Lead" which, unlike the Second Lebanon War, was conducted with much less notice being taken of the principle of "proportionality in use of force" and on the basis of the outcomes of which, international pressure notwithstanding, politicized making short shrift of military men was much less widespread than could have been expected.
At the same time, it is impossible not to emphasize the negative impact of the legal system and similar "public" organizations on the stimuli prompting an officer to target success on the battlefield, rather than in a bureau.
Disarming Civilians and State Provisions for Their Security
The consistent habituating of civilians not to make efforts to defend themselves or provide for their own protection is dangerous not only for individual persons in particular situations.
The authorities' monopolization of legal violence, as aptly noted by Solzhenitsyn, 30 hour-and-a-half late. 31 The shooter, for his part, surrendered serenely to the policemen immediately upon their arrival. That is, it turned out that the number of victims in the incident was a function of the time of the arrival of the police.
In countries with a different tradition, private expenditures on supplying pure public goods (from police functions, to intelligence, to counterintelligence) are a common phenomenon and are marked by high effectiveness.
Instances of these last range from the well known Simon Wiesenthal Center for "hunting down Nazis" 32 to private initiative; most of these instances remain unknown to the general public -with rare exceptions. 33 
The Moral De-Stimulation of Military Personnel
There are a number of factors contributing to the fall in prestige of military service and lower incentives for the military to strive for victory.
"Under-financing" (lower-quality arming, supplies, or uniforms) alone does not at all necessarily amount to lower morale. 34 However, military servicemen's chronic poverty signals that society does not value their services very highly, making it impossible to preserve their motivation level in the long term.
It is especially hard to convince military personnel of the need for them to take on additional risks when they are aware that their low salary and outdated technological equipment are a result of 31 Judging by that the director of the Norway police resigned a year after he found out that the shooter surrendered to his subordinates without resisting, he himself saw nothing exceptional in the hour-and-a-half-long trip (Stoll, 2012 politicians' "economizing" intended to buy pauper votes in the elections (Smith, … 2006). 35 The attempts cited above to punish military servicemen for achieving victory have, in addition to their direct impact, an important "demoralizing" side effect.
Chastisement norms and practices of this kind, and references made to them, can be thoroughly effective in dis-habituating the military from military action.
The moral legitimation of anti-militarism and the "struggle for peace" naturally take place only in democratic countries, but not in countries threatening them (Bukovsky, … 2003) . The respectability of such views means that a significant quantity of the rare good of "prestige" has been handed over to the initiators and clients of social welfare programs (Hillman, … 2010) . This is naturally done at the expense of the military, inter alia.
Far from the least significant is the direction of careers taken by society to be the most respectable and connected with success (albeit these last may not coincide). Clearly, if the overwhelming majority of talented youth prefer non-military careers, this alone lowers the relative prestige of military service.
Statistical Analysis
Variables
Detailed indication of variables, as well as a more complete report about the statistical analysis performed is provided below in Appendix 1.
The sample made up of four great powers was dictated by the following factors:
-extended experience of democracy, including the kind involving a census qualification requirement (the democracy of the taxpayer); -significant experience in independent military-political leadership roles (not as a junior ally of little impact). 35 The author quotes from Admiral James Somerville's appeal to the seamen in Chapter 7 of On All Seas: "Oriental navy is not that bad. You should not think, many good tunes have been played on old fiddles" in anticipation of battle with the Japanese navy. True enough, in this case, the poor argumentation is redeemed by the Chief-in-Command excellent reputation and the Navy tradition not yet entirely lost. This last may be interpreted as a preference hierarchy such that a military man who has survived understands the defeat of his forces as a significant "public bad".
Data
The following data were used for the purposes of the analysis: Electoral statistics. The impact which introducing universal suffrage had on the successes of the Left is stable and significant (even when the lag variable is introduced for purposes of assessing path dependence).
Even without the lag variable, the explanatory capacity of the "universal suffrage" and the "dummy US" variable remains high (Correlation 1).
The special party-political system and history of the US required making the US a dummy variable.
Traditionally, the leftists in this country were swallowed up by the large parties; more rarely, by parties without a clearly indicated affiliation which would permit associating them definitively with the leftist tradition. The classical Left -the Socialists -fought for success with a lag after the unrestricted immigration influx from Europe and without any clear connection to accessibility of active right to vote for any citizen category.
Even so, if the spectrum of the Republican Party's economic and political positions is carefully traced, it becomes clear that during the last 80-100 years it has remained relatively stable. This was at least true following the crash of attempts to achieve national leadership by the radically (by The statistical analysis is described in greater detail in Appendix 1.
Time Series: US
As has already been noted above, the US avoided assuming the role of world power up to the beginning of WWII (Eloranta, … 2007 The shift in leftist priorities vis-à-vis supplying public goods should also be helpfully referred to in connection with the blurring of the attitude toward the State as an asset controlled in the long term and the rise of the attitude based on the apprehension of losing control at any moment. In the new situation, a willingness was to be observed on the part of forces ideologically linked to the social welfare state and rigid control of the economy -to sacrifice defense. The change in interests brought the Israeli "mainstream" leftists, too, to the classical policy of expanding social welfare obligations at the expense of the quantity and quality of goods supplied as "defense and security."
Hypothesis to be verified on the basis of data from Israel:
Long-term control of the Knesset, the government, the bureaucracy, the court system, the mass media, and the system of education by the Labor Party was equivalent to corporate leftist control of the country. Perceiving the country as an object of corporate property created the stimulus for defending it. In other words, the perception created the stimulus for providing quality-level "pure public" goods of "defense" and "security," even when supplying these required limiting the growth of social welfare spending. The impossibility of guaranteeing victory in the elections and the weakening of leftist influence on voters broke this trend. The levers still remaining for controlling election politicians dictated the change in priorities 39 of the State vis-à-vis the structure of supplying public goods both in terms of quantity and in terms of quality. 
Model
Concerning a Quality Problem in the Statistical Analysis
While preparing the data and the survey of the sources, we encountered a severe problem which must not be left unmentioned. The question is about the extent to which the very idea of GDP indicator (Kuznetc,… 1966) reflective of product purchases at market prices can have inscribed into it purchases of what are a priori known to be unneeded services. This concerns both state and private services, with both being rendered on condition that they be subject to 39 The collapse of the national consensus regarding priority of security needs manifested itself during the First Lebanon War.
public choice and state policy, respectively.
There are privately paid for guards at the entrance to every store in Israel, stationed there as a result of the "peace process." Superfluous security workers fill US airports for the sake of political correctness (searching all passengers, and not only the genuinely suspicious ones, in order to avoid being accused of racial or religious profiling); a priori excessive exactitude of arms systems operate for the sake of saving the living shields of the enemy; and so on.
It is strange to associate all these expenses with the GDP, and not because they are not quite market-related. Simon Kuznetc undoubtedly had these kinds of government spending in mind, ones which pose no threat of destruction for the market. Spending by companies foisted upon the government in addition to taxes take great effort to inscribe within the notion of marketevaluated goods. Becoming a trend, such spending clearly threatens the very existence of a market economy.
No less difficult to inscribe within the notion natural for the 1930s of government spending are expenses for which it is practically impossible to obtain voters' sanctions. But it is also obvious that the notion of the precedence of the life of an inhabitant of an enemy country over one's own life cannot be supported by voters. The spending mentioned above never involved preliminarily asking for the citizens' permission or approval.
And so it turns out that decisions a priori unreasonable, which lower public utility, find their reflection… in increased GDP.
It would be helpful in the course of later studies to attempt to single out such expenditures separately, and to assess the GDP once it is "cleaned" of them.
Conclusion
Budget structure in old democracies shows that these states made a fundamental choice in favor of "promote happiness" by every conceivable means, rather than opted for the modest "simply to prevent evil." This choice opens unlimited vistas for a constantly expanding power of the state. The choice fits the interests of the bureaucracy which maximizes the resources being redistributed. A high level of social welfare obligations and the formation of a populous stratum of bureaucrats connected to social welfare programs then further increase the demand for moral legitimation of the new state of affairs. And that means the de-legitimation of institutions which supply the bulk -in terms of cost -of the "pure public goods," meaning, the army and the police. This last development leads to lower prioritizing of state obligations in defending the lives of citizens from the threat of foreign aggression, terrorism, and so on.
Large-scale social projects and the growth of the share of such spending in the overall expenditures of the state cut down the sensibility of society, of voters -clients of the budgetto threats connected with low efficacy of the army and security services.
The thought of there being values and objectives more important than defending citizens' lives becomes legit and openly discussed. In most developed countries, this prioritizing has long been enshrined in practice. As long as the likelihood of perishing in a terrorist attack is comparable to the likelihood of dying in an automobile accident, the choice made by the depending on budget assistance voter in favor of budgetary "butter" and against "guns" seems quite rational.
The growing power of redistributing coalitions is reflected in the status enjoyed by the army and the military. Military justice instills fear in the successful officer. Directives are issued concerning "disproportionate use of force" on the battlefield and "exceeding the limits of selfdefense" in basic diurnal conflicts. All this objectively undermines the ability of the army to defend the citizens (and the ability of these last to defend themselves) even when modern armaments are available. And this, in turn, means that the life of the citizen is devalued in Rule of Law democracies, making the citizen into a dependent and passive creature.
A revision of the norms of military justice and use made on world experience, from the US to Hungary and Moldavia, concerning the right to self-defense can relatively quickly mitigate the problem even before dismantling the social welfare state.
Unless the lion's share of today's budget's "social welfare" obligations are restored to society, to private philanthropic initiative, or to the market, quality-level defense will become a luxury impossible to afford. A balanced budget, zero state debt, and inflation will become luxury of the same kind, as well.
A budget-dependent voter is subject to manipulation or control in the voting booth area. A budget-dependent citizen will hardly be inclined to stand up for his rights in court, especially if this should involve vying with the authorities in power. A budget-dependent citizen is hardly likely to be inclined to defend his rights when facing a policeman. The thought of danger attendant upon state care for his rights and freedoms is alien to him. The thought of private ownership of arms frightens him. Bringing up public television seems to him the height of freethinking, rather than an obvious threat to a free media market and freedom of speech, respectively.
In other words, a significant percentage of citizens and voters dependent upon the budget spoil the quality of the Rule of Law system, weakening the guarantees for personal rights and private property.
However, each of the problems enumerated but not fully discussed in the presentation deserves a separate detailed and meticulous going over from close up.
6. Sources
